
PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS: 

Different materials are used to make different objects. The choice of material you use to 

make an object with will depend on its properties. (what a material looks like and how it 

behaves) 

For example, if you need to make a container to store water, you would need to use a material 

that is waterproof and that is strong enough to hold the water but also light enough to carry it 

around. 

 

PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS: 

� Hard or Soft 

� Stiff or Flexible 

� Strong or Weak 

� Light or Heavy 

� Waterproof or Absorbent 

ACTIVITY ONE: 

Complete the table below, by filling in the properties of each material. Some examples have 

been done for you.  

 

Material 

 

 

Property 

 hard or soft strong or weak stiff or flexible waterproof 

(yes/no) 

steel hard strong stiff Yes 

wood hard strong stiff Yes 

glass hard strong stiff Yes 

rubber hard strong stiff Yes 

plastic hard strong flexible Yes 

wool soft weak flexible No 

cotton soft weak flexible No 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plastic is light and waterproof. It is also 

strong enough to hold water, 

 

 

Paper does not have suitable properties for 

making containers that store water. 



ceramic hard

air soft 

paint soft 

syryp soft 

mealie-meal soft 

water soft 

� Hard or Soft: 

Some solid materials are soft and others are hard. We can test how hard a material is if we 

scratch, cut or dent it. Think of a candle. You can make a s

You would be unable to scrat

cool drink can with your fingers but you would not be able to dent with a piece of wood .If 

you cannot scratch, cut or dent a material, it is hard.

 

� Stiff or flexible: 

Sometimes we need materials

stiff material is needed if something should not bend

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flexible hose and stiff sprinkler

 

 

� Strong or weak: 

How strong or weak a material is can also help us to see if it is the right material to use when 

we make something. For example, stone is a very strong material. It can however be difficult 

to work with as it is very heavy. It is often used to build with.

 

� Light or heavy: 

The lightness or heaviness of a material

it is suitable to make something with. Plastic is very light but can also be very strong.

 

 

 

The Casle of Good Hope In Cape Town

is built of stone. It is the oldest surviving

building in South Africa. It replaced an 

older fort that was built out of clay and wood.

hard strong stiff 

 weak flexible 

 weak flexible 

 weak flexible 

 weak flexible 

 weak/strong flexible 

 

Some solid materials are soft and others are hard. We can test how hard a material is if we 

dent it. Think of a candle. You can make a scratch on it with your fingernail. 

You would be unable to scratch a ceramic mug with your fingernail. You can dent an empty 

cool drink can with your fingers but you would not be able to dent with a piece of wood .If 

you cannot scratch, cut or dent a material, it is hard. 

Sometimes we need materials that are flexible because they can bend without breaking. A 

stiff material is needed if something should not bend, such as the handle of a spade.

 

Flexible hose and stiff sprinkler 

 

Soft toothbrush with flexible bristles

ow strong or weak a material is can also help us to see if it is the right material to use when 

we make something. For example, stone is a very strong material. It can however be difficult 

to work with as it is very heavy. It is often used to build with. 

The lightness or heaviness of a material is also a property that needs to be considered to see if 

it is suitable to make something with. Plastic is very light but can also be very strong.

The Casle of Good Hope In Cape Town 

stone. It is the oldest surviving 

building in South Africa. It replaced an  
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we make something. For example, stone is a very strong material. It can however be difficult 
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� Waterproof or absorbent: 

Some materials can absorb or take in liquids like water. Many fabrics are absorbent. 

Other materials are waterproof which means they can keep water out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cloths absorb water A raincoat and an umbrella are 

waterproof 

 

ACTIVITY TWO: 

 

Complete the following questions. 

1. List four properties of materials. 

a) Hard or soft 

b) Strong or weak 

c) Stiff or Flexible 

d) Waterproof 

2. Look at the words in the word box and answer the questions below. 

 

 

wool slippers, wooden walking stick, polyester pillow, glass jug, floor tile, 

knitting wool, plastic shopping bag, plastic knitting needles 

 

 

2.1 Name one object that is made of a hard material. 

Wooden walking stick/glass jug/floor tile/plastic knitting needles 

2.2 Give two examples of objects that are made of soft materials. 

Wool slippers/polyester pillow/knitting wool/plastic shopping bag 

2.3 List two objects that are made of stiff materials. 

Wooden walking stick/glass jug/floor tile/plastic knitting needles 

2.4 List two objects that are made of flexible materials. 

Knitting wool/polyester pillow 

 

3. Complete the table below, by ticking the properties of glass, clay and plastic. 

 

 

 

 



Properties 

 

Glass Clay Plastics 

a. Flexible  

 

 � 

b. Brittle  

 

  

c. Becomes hard 

when baked 

 �  

d. Waterproof � 
 

� � 

e. Soft  

 

�(BEFORE 

BAKING) 

 

 

 

REVISION WORKSHEET  

(DEALING WITH CONFLICT) 

1. Underline the definition (meaning) which best describes what conflict is:     

(1)    

 

a) When two or more people agree about something. 

b) When two or more people disagree about something. 

c) When two or more people decide not to do something somebody told 

them to do. 

d) When two or more people decide to do something someone else told 

them to do. 

 

2. Are the following statements about conflict are true or false.  

           (4) 

a) Shouting and arguing when you are angry only makes things worse. 

True 

b) Conflict does not cause unhappiness and stress. 

False 

c) You can avoid conflict by walking away, talking to a friend or family 

member. 

True 

d) People are different from each other but we all do things the same 

way. 



False 

 

3. List two good ways of dealing with conflict.     (2) 

Any TWO of the following: 

 

• Talk about it. 

• Recognise differences. 

• Compromise/Find a solution that you are both happy with. 

• Walk away and leave the situation until everyone is calmer. 

 

4. List two ways you should NOT use to deal with conflict.   (2) 

Any TWO of the following: 

• Hurt the other person 

• Disrespect the other person 

• Shout and scream 

• Insist on having things your way 

• Insist that you are right 

 

5. Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow: 

 

Sue’s family has just finished eating supper. Sue’s brother 

Simon is watching television. Sue’s sister Ruth is doing her 

homework. Suddenly Sue’s mom says: 

“How come all of you become so busy when it is time to do 

the dishes? Every night it is the same!” Sue replies angrily: 

“From the minute you get home from work you start 

picking on me!” 

 

 

a) What is this conflict about?        (1) 

Sue’s mother feels that she is left to do the dishes on her own every night 

and Sue feels that her mother is picking on her.    b) 

How did Sue’s mom say how she felt?      (1) 



In an angry way. 

b) How did Sue respond?        (1) 

She responded back angrily that her mom was always picking on her. 

 

c) Suggest what Sue’s mom could have said which could have made the 

conflict better.         (2) 

She could have asked to have a family meeting and discussed how she 

was feeling/she could have waited until she was calmer before she said 

something to Sue. 

d) How could Sue’s response have been different?    (1)  

Sue could have responded more kindly and explained calmly that she had 

a lot of homework/a test to learn for. She could also have apologised and 

offered to help her mom the next day. 

 

*ANY RELEVANT ANSWER PROVIDED IT IS IN CONTEXT WITH 

THE GIVEN PASSAGE & SHOWS WAYS OF DEALING WITH 

CONFLICT CORRECTLY. 

 

 

Unit 6: 

Exploring Eucharist 

 Christians participate in the Eucharist, also known as communion, Holy Communion, or 

the Lord's Supper, by eating a piece of bread, which represents Christ's body, and by drinking 

a small amount of wine (or in some cases grape juice), which represents Christ's blood. 

Eucharist is a Greek word meaning ‘thanksgiving’. In the Eucharist, we give thanks to God 

for Jesus, God’s son who became one of us. The Eucharist is a gift because through it, God 

gives us a share of Jesus’ life. 

Matthew 26: 27 – 28 

. 
26 

While they were eating, Jesus took bread, and when he had given thanks, he broke it and 

gave it to his disciples, saying, “Take and eat; this is my body.” 

27 
Then he took a cup, and when he had given thanks, he gave it to them, saying, “Drink from 

it, all of you. 
28 

This is my blood of the
[a]

 covenant, which is poured out for many for the 

forgiveness of sins. 

Complete the word search below. 



 

Holy Eucharist Word Search 

A M U V R N R H U T I R O Y J   

W Y W P D G D G N A S B Z L Y   

Q L W N W U C E B A V L M R X   

J F O M C O M M U N I O N B Z   

E U P N N A C M Z Y V O E D O   

C W X S R G U K R N Y D O B K   

I B Z C C Z Y F Y H W W R M H   

J A A Q F F T L K Z I C B G C   

J S Q J I H O P U N I E E G M   

T S I R A H C U E C I L A H C   

W N S B A S X R F A C P S I U   

H B B H C S U U A E W J A I S   

P O X P M A S S R T M A U O U   

Y J S R O G Y Z E K L F E H P   

T O T T G W F W J J G A B W N   
 

JESUS 

BODY 

BLOOD 

COMMUNIO

N 

EUCHARIST 

HOLY 

ALTAR 

MASS 

SACRAMENT 

CHALICE 

HOST 

WINE 

 

 

 

 

 

 


